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geosynthETHICS
It is our behaviour making the difference, not

the materials as such



• There is no normative definition

• They are generally referred to a max

size up to 5mm (included or not?), for

two or three dimensions

• The reference to a third dimension

implies the inclusion or not of textile

fibres into the category

• The minimum size distinguishing from

nano-plastics varies in literature from

one micron to one millimeter (three

orders of magnitude!)

What are microplastics (MP)?
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Always clarify what we mean by microplastics

• Are MP the fragments of a

bigger piece, or do they 

include the release of any 

substances?

• Every time you hear 

something about MP, it will 

be necessary to clarify

what we mean by that

• Especially when somebody 

talks about precise

numbers of particles

and/or tonnage

• IGS considers fragments 

from 1 micron to 5mm
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How to classify microplastics?

Primary: produced on purpose in a small size

•Deliberately introduced on the market (e.g. particles in the toothpaste or skin

scrubbers)

•Involuntarly introduced into the environment (e.g. granules and pellets)

•This category is said to represent from 15 to 30% of MP in the oceans and
are expected to increase at a rate of 0.8 to 2.5 million tons per year.

Secondary: produced by the progressive fragmentation of macroplastics: very

difficult to measure and to control
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Where do plastics in water come from?

 Not mainly from the big rivers

 A Dutch study published in 2021 has considered more than 106,000 rivers in the
world.

 The contribution of plastics (including macro) is proportional to:

• Coastal anthropization

• Length of the rivers (the shorter the worse)

• Climate conditions (wind and rain)
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Where are microplastics?

• Worst pollutant country: Philippines

• Study of German WWF2022: the impact of plastic pollution in the oceans 
on marine species, biodiversity and ecosystems
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How are microplastics produced?

• Considering plastics wastes, including macro plastics, single- use plastic 
products amount to 60 - 95% of the marine pollution (Schnurr et al.,
2018).

• The current microplastic wastes are destined to a progressive 
degradation

• Even a hypothetical immediate stop to the use of plastics would not stop 
the increase of microplastics
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Where do miroplastics come from?

• Tire consumption (48%) (NOC2021)

• Pellets (28%, with a fork down to 0.3%!)

• Paintings (10%)

• Textile Fibers (8%)

• Shoes consumption

• Cigarette butts

• Note that in the current studies single-use

packaging do not appear: it’s because they are still

at the stage of macroplastics!
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Effects of microplastics?
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What about the effects of microplastics
on health?

190 marine species out of 2788 show some effects with different
importance and depending on the type of polymers (WWF 2022)
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There’s plastic and plastic

• Some kind of plastics could be 

eaten without any damage

• Is it efficient to fight against ANY 

plastics?

• Should we concentrate our 

efforts on dangerous 

substances?
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How to count microplastics?

- Number of Pieces

- By Weight
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How to measure microplastics?

• JRC, Joint Research Center of the European Government, symposium 9

September 2021

• Two years of interlaboratory investigation with 98 labs involved all around the world

• Hydrosoluble tablets with known quantities of microplastics

• Free choice of the measuring methods

• Comparison with contextual studies in Norway (34 labs) and America (40 labs)
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How to measure microplastics?

Discouraging results

• Some found 100 where it was zero

• Some found zero where it was 100
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Distribution of results by number
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Distribution of the results by mass
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Sad conclusions of the JRC study
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Conclusions from Norwegian and American Studies
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Can we disregard the theme of microplastics?

• CERTAINLY NOT!

• We just have to take with a due critical attitude the catastrophical or
even the too assertive news on the matter
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Life cycle

The issue of secondary plastics depends on two main factors:

• Time gap between physical life and service life (bottles, masks, mechanical

components, roofing, electric systems, sewage pipe)

• Exposure, during the service, or at the end of the life, to the degradation factors:

• Oxidation

• UV

• Temperature

• Abrasion

• Chemicals
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Plastics in the soil

• Geosynthetics are destined to service life cycle tended to be as long as their

physical life

• They allow to reduce the use of materials destined to undetermined service 

lives, and extremely expensive in environmental terms (concrete, gravel, sand)

• For 99% of the applications, geosynthetics are installed underground or under 

water with limited or absent problems of oxygen, without UV, without high 

temperatures, and without heavy mechanical or chemical actions.

• This means VERY LOW RISK OF MICROPLASTICS RELEASE
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Supposed release of MP from Geosynthetics

In literature the reported 

cases of supposed or 

possible MP release from 

geosynthetics are very few 

and essentially related to:

• wrong designing 

• wrong choice of the 

products 
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Recyclable and recycled

RECYCLABILITY is a value (also accoridng the Europen law CPR305/2011)

Any product is predictable to arrive to the end of its service life, but still: the

longer the cycle the more sustainable the product

RECYCLING is not a value by itself, because it has an environmental cost,

because it is more exposed to the reduction to microplastics, because it can

have problems with durability, hygiene, lower performances

In the perspective of a functional economy, one of the pillars of circularity, it is

absurd to impose or give priority to recycled products just becasue they are

recycled
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RECYCLABLE and RECYCLED

• The environmental assessment

has not to be run product by product

• The assessment has to be

carried looking to the

performances of the product within

the system where it is included

(functional unit)

•Recylced plastic make no 

exception: it has to be assessed 

within its system, and compared to 

the alternatives

• Virgin plastics should be reserved

to the long term applications, and to

the ones enabling the reuse of other

products.
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Microplastics from geosynthetics?

The main risks for micrcoplastics release from
geosynthetics even if installed underground
come from:

1. The fiber fragments during the lavoration

(e.g. the action of needles in needle-

punching) TO BE MEASURED

2. The cutting of the edges and the cutting for

installation

Both sources can be minimized by thermal
treatments, melting the powder and welding
the edges.

They usually perform for the environment 
much more benefits than impacts 
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What about the exposed 1%?

• There’s a typical application of geosynthetic products whose service life is

interesting but short

• Covering of the snow to reduce its melting rate during the Summer

• Here you have the max possible risk of UV degradation
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Rescue the glaciers?

• Recently somebody has launched a campaign for the assumed salvation of the glaciers
by covering them with synthetic sheets

• Theoretically it could work, but it is practically unworkable

• The reasons are practical, economical and ecological

• It is important to consider that the rate of melting is reduced from 60 to 70%.
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Preserve the glaciers?

Effective and reasonable projects are limited to anthropized areas, where 
the use of protective sheets is possible in the case of:

• Some pists

• Pillars bases for the ski lifts

• Erratic rocks to limit the irradiation of heat
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Snow Farms

• Where the application is very effective and convenient under any point of view is the 
snow farming, to preserve snow stocks during the warm season

• Compared to the production of artificial snow with cannons, the economical and
ecological impact is negligeable

• Cannons need water, very often chemically additivated to resist up to +2 °C.

• Cannons consume a lot of energy
• Cannons need fixed structures with pipes and big investments
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Cycle and end of the life of plastic sheets on the snow

• The use of plastics in the high mountain environment sounds odd to the environmentalists

• Exposed to weathering and strong light plastic sheets could release microplastics

• This is possible, but again it is necessary to weigh costs and benefits

• At the end of two or three seasons of snow covering, it is possible to reuse the product for
geotechnical purposes, or address them to the recycling process
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Skiing towards Serendip

• Milano University, investigating on the release of microplastics by 

sportswear and other anthropic activities on the glaciers has found

something unexpected

• The tough ecosystem of the glacier does not supply too much food to the

micro-organisms living there.

• This lack of nourishment has selected particularly hungry bacteria. It seems

some of them are able to digest even the kind of plastics so far considered

non- biodegradable at the normal temperate altitudes where people live
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Slightly Different Story for Exposed Geomembranes

• A difference in geosynthetics is that some 
geomembranes are left exposed. For example, 
floating covers, exposed landfill covers, and exposed 
dam and canal faces

• The approach of ESWA (European Single ply 

Waterproofing Association) 
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Possible Origins of Microplastics for Exposed 
Geosynthetics

• Cutting losses

• Wear and tear

• Hail impact

• Cold impact

• Fire

• Chemical attack

• Aging
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Assessment
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What to do?

Compare Compare with alternative solutions

Choose
Choose the optimal products 
considering the issue

Measure Measure to quantify the issue
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Examples of Microplastics Balance

• Microplastics pollution is reduced by water treatment processes
Geomembranes are essential to water collection and 
treatment

• Microplastics come with urban wastes

Landfill lining systems contain plastic wastes that  
otherwise are potentially dispersed

• Microplastics are generated by hundreds of trucks of clay and 
gravel through tire wear

Geosynthetics and geomembranes dramatically reduce 
the volume of clay and gravel needed for your project
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Conclusions

• Geosynthetics and Geomembranes have limited impact

• This impact is much smaller than the alternatives

• The best way to minimize this impact:

CORRECT DESIGN

CORRECT CHOICE OF GEOSYNTHETICS

• So what we need is:

MORE STANDARDIZATION 

MORE EDUCATION
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We have seen a small case where the application of human ingenuity is able to sort

out an opportunity from a problem

Also, with microplastics and geosynthetics then…

NO to catastrophism, and

YES to the application of research and rationality in the direction of a

LESS UNSUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Optimism
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Questions???

Thank you for attending!!

Francesco Fontana

f.fontana@drefon.com 
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Next FGI Webinar

Revised Wind Uplift Design Methodology for 

Exposed Geomembrane Covers

Thursday, September 22, 2022 at 11 a.m. CDT

Free to Industry Professionals

1.0 PDH 

Presenter:

Chunling Li, Ph.D., P.E.
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Check out the FGI’s Website

▪ Online PDH Program

▪ Audio and Video Podcasts

▪ Latest Specifications and 
Guidelines

▪ Installation Detail Drawings 
(PDF and DWG)

▪ Technical Papers and Journal 
Articles

▪ Webinar Library (available to 
view and download)

▪ ASTM Field and Laboratory 
Test Method Videos

www.fabricatedgeomembrane.com

▪ Pond Leakage Calculator

▪ Panel Weight Calculator

▪ Photo Gallery

▪ Member Directory

▪ Material and Equipment 
Guides

▪ Industry Events Calendar

▪ Women in Geosynthetics

▪ Spanish Webinars and 
Podcasts

▪ Geo-Engineering Pop 
Quizzes
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